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ABSTRACT: The Curl equations (Baer, M. Chem Phys Lett 1975, 35, 112) are applied
to calculate the nonadiabatic coupling terms, �ij, subject to ab initio boundary
conditions. As an example we consider a two-state, planar system characterized by two
(polar) coordinates, � and q, and treat the corresponding components of �, namely, ��(q,
�) and �q(q, �). The main difficulty that we encounter is that the vectorial Curl equation
supplies, for this case, only one differential equation although we have two unknown
functions. To overcome this difficulty we employ a gauge transformation that leads to a
divergence equation—the missing equation. Next, the two Curl–divergence equations
are treated with the aim of forming two decoupled second-order differential equations
for the two components of a vector potential A(q, �) [which is related to �(q, �) through
a gauge transformation], namely, one for A�(q, �) [related to ��(q, �)] and one for Aq(q,
�) [related to �q(q, �)]. The main achievement of the theory is a relation, for a given q1,
between the Fourier coefficients of �q(q, �) and those of ��(q, �). This approach is
applied to three cases: an analytic model and two ab initio treatments—one for the C2H
molecule and one for the H � H2 molecular system. In all three cases encouraging
agreements were obtained between the ab initio-calculated values of �q(q, �) values and
the ones that follow from the present approach. © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Int J
Quantum Chem 99: 594–604, 2004
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Introduction

T he electronic nonadiabatic effects are an out-
come of the Born–Oppenheimer–Huang treat-

ment and as such are a result of the distinction
between the fast-moving electrons and the slow-
moving nuclei [1, 2]. The nonadiabatic coupling
terms together with the adiabatic potential energy
surfaces form the origin for the driving forces that
govern the motion of the atoms in the molecular
system. Still, they differ from the potential energy
surfaces that are scalars because they are “deriva-
tive coupling” and as such are vectors.

For a long time it was believed that nonadibatic
coupling terms play a minor role in molecular
physics. This belief was based on a finding made
already by Born and Oppenheimer [3, 4] that says
that the coefficients of these coupling terms are
proportional to (m/M)(1/2) (m and M stand for the
masses of the electron and atoms, respectively) and
as such these terms are about two orders of mag-
nitude smaller than all other characteristic magni-
tudes that appear in the nuclear Schroedinger equa-
tion. These arguments were appropriate until it was
found from the Hellmann–Feynman theorem [5]
that the nonadiabatic coupling terms may become
singular or in other words may attain infinite val-
ues. In such cases the mass argument becomes ir-
relevant and the importance of these terms had to
be restored. Still, not much has been done in this
respect due to another belief, namely, that the
above-mentioned singularities are a rare event and
as such are not expected to play an important role.
Recently, efforts were made to calculate these cou-
pling terms [6–13] and in the various numerical
studies it was revealed that in fact the singular
nonadiabatic coupling terms are not rare events
and that any molecular analysis whether being in
spectroscopy or in chemical kinetics has also to
relate to possible effects due to the coupling terms.
This statement may apply even at low energies
(mainly due to topological effects) but is crucial if
transitions among electronic states become allowed
when the energy becomes high enough.

One of the more interesting features of the (vec-
torial) nonadiabatic coupling matrix, �, is the fact
that each two (Cartesian) components of this ma-
trix–vector, e.g., �q and �p, fulfill the condition [14,
15]

�

�p �q �
�

�q �p � ��q, �p� � 0; �p, q � 1, N �, (1)

which can also be written in a more compact way as

Curl � � �� � �� � 0. (2)

Here, N stands for the number of internal nuclear
coordinates of the molecular system and the �q and
�p matrices contain the following coupling terms:

��ji � ��j� �

��
�i� ; � � p, q, . . . ;

i, j � �1, 2, . . . .�, (3)

where ��i� and ��j� are electronic adiabatic eigenfunc-
tions that parametrically depend on the nuclear
coordinates (i.e., p, q, etc.). Equation (2) was derived
in the original publication for a complete Hilbert
space [14a] but was later shown to be approxi-
mately fulfilled also for subspaces of the Hilbert
space defined in the following way: For this pur-
pose the Hilbert space is divided into two sets of
eigenfunctions where one set contains the states of
interest and the second contains the rest [16, 17].
The distinction between the two sets is based on the
nonadiabatic coupling terms. Consider an eigen-
function ��j�: This eigenfunction does not belong to
this set if its nonadiabatic coupling term, �ij, formed
with any state ��i� that belongs to the set fulfills the
condition

��ji� � ���j���i�� � O		
, (4)

where � is the grad operator and 	 is an arbitrary
small number. The extension of the Curl equation
to subspaces was done employing the Feshbach
projection operators. Among other features charac-
terizing such a subspace is the fact that their Curl
equation is fulfilled up to O(	2), which for real
molecular systems is acceptable for most practical
applications (e.g., diabatization).

In this article we consider such a subspace
formed by two states that are coupled via one or
several conical intersections (ci) [4, 18]. Subspaces
of this kind are frequently encountered in realistic
molecular systems [6–13]. For such a case (known
in the literature as the Abelian case [19]) the Curl
matrix equation [Eq. (2)] reduces to a Curl equation
for the relevant matrix element �12, namely,

Curl �12 � 0. (5)

In what follows and to simplify the notations, � will
replace �12 in all forthcoming algebraic equations.
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During the last two decades the Curl equation
attracted attention in the literature because it guar-
antees a solution for the line-integral [14–16] that
enables the diabatization [20–26]. However, the
Curl equation as a subject by itself was hardly
considered. It was mentioned explicitly while dis-
cussing possible pseudomagnetic fields in molecu-
lar systems [27] and consequently it was suggested,
in two separate publications, to apply it for the
purpose of studying the nature of nonadibatic cou-
pling terms and eventually to use it for calculating
nonadiabatic coupling terms (by assigning proper
boundary conditions) [28, 29].

The main difficulty in applying the Curl equa-
tion in Eq. (5) is that in general it is not enough to
yield a solution for �. For instance, in the case of two
coordinates we have two unknown functions,
namely, ��(q, �) and �q(q, � ) and only one single
equation:

���

�q �
��q

��
� 0. (6)

This equation has a solution if and only if both ��(q,
� ) and �q(q, �) are analytic functions throughout
configuration space, i.e., a situation without cis. In
such a case � has a well-known solution written as

� � ��, (7)

where �(q, �) is an analytic (irrotational) function
[30]. Because, as mentioned, this solution does not
apply for situations with cis we need a second
equation to be able to find a solution to Eq. (6). In
general, one encounters also a divergence equation
but it is known that Div � � 0.

A step to treat this issue was recently undertaken
by one of the present authors. It was suggested to
add a second equation—a divergence equation—at
the expense of incorporating a third (unknown)
function that is assumed to have a few specific
features [31, 32]. To be able to add the divergence
equation, � is written in the form

�	q, �
 � ��	q, �
 
 A	q, � 
, (8)

where A is the new vector potential. The transfor-
mation from �(q, � ) to A(q, � ) is called a gauge
transformation because A(q, �), just like �(q, �),
fulfills the Curl equation, namely,

Curl A � � � A � 0, (9)

at every point except at the points of the cis. How-
ever, because �(q, � ) is an arbitrary function we
may choose a vector potential A(q, �) that fulfills
the equation

Div A � � � A � 0. (10)

This choice of A(q, � ) leads to the fact that � � �(q,
� )  �2�(q, � ), where �2�(q, � ) � 0 to guarantee
that � � �(q, � ) � 0. Because neither �(q, �) nor �(q,
� ) are known, having the equation � � �(q, � ) 
�2�(q, �) cannot be used in the derivation of �(q, � ).

The above incorporation of the gauge transfor-
mation yields the coupled Curl–divergence equa-
tions [see Eqs. (9) and (10)] for the vector A. These
equations will be solved for ab initio boundary
conditions as obtained for � (at given boundaries)
and in this way we hope to obtain approximate
numerical values for the two components of � in the
region surrounded by these boundaries. To show to
what extent the solution is relevant we consider
several molecular systems and compare analytic–
numerical results with the ab initio calculations.

Derivation of A(q, �)

We start by writing Eqs. (9) and (10) explicitly.
Thus,

�A�

�q �
�Aq

��
� 0 (11a)

and

1
q2

�A�

��



�Aq

�q 

Aq

q � 0. (11b)

Defining Bq as qAq leads to the following two
coupled equations:

�A�

�q �
1
q

�Bq

��
� 0 (12a)

and

1
q

�A�

��



�Bq

�q � 0. (12b)

The aim is to decouple the two equations and
form two separate equations, one for A�(q, � ) and
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one for Bq(q, � ). Following simple algebraic manip-
ulations, one obtains the equations

1
q2

�2A�

��2 

�2A�

�q2 

1
q

�A�

�q � 0 (13a)

and

1
q2

�2Bq

��2 

�2Bq

�q2 

1
q

�Bq

�q � 0. (13b)

In what follows we treat only Eq. (13a).

DERIVATION OF A�(q, �)

To solve Eq. (13a) we present, for a given q, A�(q,
� ) in terms of the following Fourier series:

A�	q, � 
 �
1
�

�
k0

�

	TCk	q
cos	k� 
 
 TSk	q
sin	k� 

,

(14a)

where TCk(q) and TSk(q) are derived next and we
start with TC0(q). Integrating Eq. (14a) over � yields
the value of TC0(q):

TC0	q
 �
1
2 �

0

2�

A�	q, � 
d�. (15)

In previous studies we showed that for a two-
state system to be sub-Hilbert space the angular
component of �(q, � ), i.e., ��(q, � ), has to fulfill the
following condition [33]:

�
0

2�

��	q, � 
d� � n�, (16)

where n is an integer. This condition was verified
numerically in numerous applications [6–10]. Com-
bining Eqs. (15) and (16) yields for TC0(q) the result

TC0	q
 	T0
 �
1
2 n�. (17)

Equation (17) implies that TC0(q) is a coefficient
independent of q. As for the other coefficients in Eq.
(14a) they are determined as follows. Substituting
Eq. (14a) in Eq. (13a) and recalling that [cos(k� ),

sin(k�)] form an orthonormal set we get that each of
the coefficients fulfills the equation

T �Rk 

1
q T�Rk �

1
q2 k2TRk � 0; R � C, S, k � 1,

(18)

where the two prime signs label (first and second)
derivatives with respect to q. In general, the solu-
tion for TRk is a power function of the form

TRk � q, (19)

where   �k and therefore the general solution of
this equation will be presented as a linear combi-
nation of these two solutions:

TRk � bR1
	k
� q

qmin
	�k


 bR2
	k
� q

qmax
	k

; R � C, S. (20a)

Here, bRj
(k); j  1, 2 are constants of integration (to be

determined later), qmin and qmax are two border
points that determine the q-interval mentioned ear-
lier, and the index R was added to distinguish
between the coefficients of the cosine series and the
sine series.

DERIVATION OF Bq(q, �)

To derive Bq(q, �) we consider Eq. (13b), which is
similar to Eq. (13a), and therefore employ the same
expansion as the one for A�(q, � ) in Eq. (14a):

Bq	q, � 
 �
1
�

�
k0

�

	T̃Ck	q
sin	k�
 
 T̃Sk	q
cos	k� 

.

(14b)

However, because A�(q, � ) and Aq(q, � ) have to
fulfill the Curl equation [in Eq. (11a)], which im-
plies that A�(q, � ) and Bq(q, �) have to fulfill Eq.
(12a), this requirement yields relations between the
{T̃Rk(q); R  S, C, k � 0} and the {TRk(q); R  C, S, k �
0} coefficients. Thus,

T̃Ck	q
 �
q
k

dTCk	q


dq ; T̃Sk	q
 � �
q
k

dTSk	q


dq ;

k � 1, 2 . . . . (21)
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Because {TRk(q); R  C, S, k � 0} are given in Eq.
(20a), we can obtain explicit expressions for the
corresponding {T̃Rk(q); R  C, S, k � 0}. Thus,

T̃Rk � �
�bR1
	k
� q

qmin
	�k


 bR2
	k
� q

qmax
	k�;

R � C, S k � 0. (20b)

Here, the plus and minus signs stand for R  S and
R  C, respectively. Note that the expressions in
Eqs. (20a) and (20b), for the two sets of Fourier
coefficients, are similar: The only differences are the
sign-flips in Eq. (20b). Because the TRk(q) coeffi-
cients and the T̃Rk coefficients are given in terms of
the identical bRj

(k); j  1, 2 coefficients, the same ap-
plies to the complete functions �q(q, � ) and ��(q0, �).

Note that in this procedure neither T̃C0 nor T̃S0
are mentioned. From Eq. (14b) note that T̃C0 is
redundant but T̃S0 may eventually be different from
zero and will have to be determined in an indepen-
dent way. However, it can be shown, employing
Eq. (13b), that it is a constant (namely, independent
of q).

To summarize our findings so far we write the
series for A�(q, � ) and Aq(q, � ) (Bq(q, � )/q) more
explicitly:

A�	q, � 
 �
1
2 n 


1
�

�
k1

�

	TCk	q
cos	k� 



 TSk	q
sin	k� 

 (14a�)

and

Aq	q, � 
 �
T̃S0

q�



1
q�

�
k1

�

	T̃Ck	q
sin	k� 



 T̃Sk	q
cos	k� 

. (14b�)

To complete the derivation of A�(q, � ) and Aq(q,
� ) we need to find algebraic equations for the coef-
ficients {bRj

(k); j  1, 2, R  C, S, k � 0}. These
equations have to follow from boundary conditions
imposed on A�(q, �) and/or Aq(q, �) at q  qmin and
qmax. Thus, we have four possibilities: either fixing
two boundary conditions for A�(q, � ) or two bound-
ary conditions for Aq(q, � ) or fixing one boundary
condition for A�(q, � ) and one for Aq(q, � ).

INTRODUCTION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions to determine the A�(q,
� ) and Aq(q, � ) functions have to come from the ab
initio treatment of ��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ). As an exam-
ple we analyze the case that ��(q, �) is given from ab
initio calculations at two q values, namely, q  qmin,
qmax.

Recalling Eq. (8) we may write it for the � com-
ponent only:

��	q, � 
 �
1
q

��	q, � 


��

 A�	q, � 
. (22)

At this stage the �(q, � ) function is still arbitrary
and therefore we may require it to have the follow-
ing features:

��	q, � 


��
� 0; at q � qmin, qmax, (23)

which leads to the following boundary conditions
for A�(q, � ):

A�	q, � 
 � ��	q, � 
; at q � qmin, qmax. (24)

To continue we consider Eqs. (14a), (20a), and (24).
Replacing in Eq. (14a) A�(q, � ) by ��(q, � ) (at q 
qmin, qmax) multiplying it once by cos(k�) and once
by sin(k� ) and integrating over � yields the two
algebraic equations to determine the bRj

(k); j  1, 2
coefficients:

bR1
	k
 
 bR2

	k
�qmin

qmax
	k

� �
0

2�

��	qmin, � 
R	k� 
d�; k � 1

(25a)

and

bR1
	k
�qmin

qmax
	k


 bR2
	k
 � �

0

2�

��	qmax, � 
R	k�
d�; k � 1,

(25b)

where R(k� ) stands once for cosine functions and
once for sine functions, respectively. Equation (25)
forms the two inhomogeneous algebraic equations
that yield the bRj

(k); j  1, 2 coefficients for all required
k values of the cosine functions (i.e., R  C) and for
all required k values of the sine functions (i.e.,
R  S).
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This completes the derivation of the A�(q, � )
function. To obtain the Aq(q, �) function we recall
Eqs. (14a) and (20b) and the fact that Aq  Bq/q.

Applications

The numerical study is expected to concentrate
on two aspects: (1) Interpolate ��(q, � ) for q values in
the interval qmin � q � qmax; (2) obtain the function
�q(q, � ) from the given ��(q, � ) function, at the
required q value. For both purposes we may apply
Eqs. (20) and (25). In this respect we comment that
in this article the interpolation procedure will be
carried out, but not as expected, by basing it on the
q dependence of the TRk(q) coefficients [see Eq.
(20a)], but by a different procedure to be discussed
later.

To continue we consider Eqs. (25). Assuming
that qmax is far enough from qmin note that Eq. (25a)
becomes decoupled from Eq. (25b). As a result, Eq.
(20a) becomes

TRk � �bR1
	k
; q � qmin; k � 0

bR2
	k
; q � qmax; k � 0 (26a)

and Eq. (20b)

T̃Rk � ��bR1
(k); q � qmin; k � 0

�bR2
	k
; q � qmax; k � 0, (26b)

where the upper sign is for R  C (cos) and the
lower one for R  S (sin). Within this simplified
version Eqs. (25) become

b
R1	k


� �
0

2�

��	qmin, � 
R	k�
d�; k � 1; R � C, S

(27a)

and

bR2
	k
 � �

0

2�

��	qmax, �
R	k� 
d�; k � 1; R � C, S.

(27b)

We remind the reader that the value of TC0 as
determined earlier [see Eq. (17)] is still valid.

Having the Fourier coefficients {TRk(q); R  S, C,
k � 0} at q  qmin and q  qmax, we can now employ

various methods of interpolation to obtain the rel-
evant Fourier coefficients at any other q value. For
instance employing linear inter/extrapolation at
q  q̃ yields the following Fourier coefficients:

TRk	q̃
 � bR min
	k
 
 	q̃ � qmin


bR max
	k
 � bR min

	k


qmax � qmin
; k � 0.

(28a)

Considering Eqs. (26)–(28a) we get for the following
expressions:

T̃Rk	q
 � ��TCk	q
; R � C; k � 0
TSk	q
; R � S; k � 0. (28b)

As a result the approximated expression for ��(q̃, � )
[see also Eq. (17)] becomes

��	q̃, � 
 �
1
2 n 


1
�

�
k1

�

	TCk	q̃
cos	k� 



 TSk	q̃
sin	k� 

 (29a)

and the approximate expression for �q(q, �) be-
comes [see also Eq. (14b�)]

�q	q̃, � 
 �
T̃S0

q̃�



1
q̃�

�
k1

�

	�TCk	q̃
sin	k�



 TSk	q̃
cos	k� 

. (29b)

Note that �q(q, � ) is presented in terms of coeffi-
cients similar to those presenting ��(q, � ) except that
TCk is replaced by TSk and TSk is replaced by (�TCk).
The coefficient of the first term in Eq. (29b) is un-
determined but this is not essential for the numer-
ical applications.

Equation (29b) will be applied in the forthcom-
ing numerical study.

Numerical Results

As numerical examples we consider three cases:
(1) the elliptical Jahn–Teller model, recently intro-
duced [34] and extended in this article, by making
its single parameter q dependent; (2) ab initio �
functions related to the conical intersection between
the 12A� and 22A� states of the C2H molecule [8]; (3)
ab initio � functions related to the conical intersec-
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tion between the 12A� and 22A� states of the H2 � H
molecular system [10].

The examples to be treated here are symmetrical
with respect to � (the cis are either D3h or C2v cis)
and consequently Fourier series for ��(q, � ) contains
either cosine or sine functions (but not both). The
same applies to the Fourier series for �q(q, � ) except
that here the functions are switched, namely, the
series contains sine functions when ��(q, � ) contains
cosine functions or cosine functions when ��(q, � )
contains sine functions. The coefficients in both ex-
pansions are identical [cf. Eqs. (29a) and (29b)].

A comment is made with respect to the absolute
values of the theoretical �q(q, �) function. We found
that they have to be “normalized” (applying a sin-
gle fitting parameter) to form a complete agreement
with the ab initio �q(q, � ).

EXTENDED ELLIPTICAL JAHN–TELLER
MODEL

The elliptical Jahn–Teller model, which was re-
cently introduced [34], is based on the following
diabatic potential:

W � �v	q, � 
 u	q, � 

u	q, � 
 �v	q, � 
	, (30)

where

u	q, � 
 � a	q
q sin �; and v	q, � 
 � q cos �. (31)

This version of the model differs from the previous
one by the fact that a(q), which was assumed to be
constant, is now assumed to be q dependent.

To derive ��(q, � ) and �q(q, �), we employ a
general expression for this purpose [34]:

��	q, � 
 � �
1
2

1
1 
 	u/v
2

�	u/v


��
; where � � �, q,

(32)

which in our case takes the forms

��	q, � 
 � �
1
2

a	q


cos2� 
 a	q
2sin2�
(33a)

and

�q	q, � 
 � �
1
4

sin 2�

cos2� 
 a	q
2sin2�

da	q


dq . (33b)

It can be shown that �q(q, � ) and ��(q, � ) as written
above fulfill the Curl equation given in Eq. (11a). In
the present study we assume a(q) to be of the form

a � �q 
 , (34)

where �  1.5 Å�1 and   3.0. Figure 1 shows
results as calculated at q (qmin)  0.1 Å, q
(qmax)  1.0 Å, and q (q0)  0.5 Å. In each
subfigure are presented two kinds of results—one
due to the model expressions as given in Eqs. (30),
drawn as a solid line and the other kind, due to the
Curl–divergence approach [see Eqs. (29)], drawn in
terms of open circles. Whereas the agreement for
��(q, � ) as obtained at q  0.1 [Fig. 1(a)] and 1.0 Å
[Fig. 1(e)] is only an indication for the quality of the
Fourier series fit, the approximate results at q  0.5
Å [see Fig. (1c)], as obtained by the interpolation
scheme for the T coefficients between q  0.1 Å and
q  1.0 Å [see Eq. (28a)], indicates the success of this
approach and most likely will be pursued in forth-
coming publications.

However, the success of the theory is measured
in the overall agreement between the model results
for �q(q, � ) and the approximate results [see Figs.
(1b), (1d), and (1f)] as obtained from Eq. (29b) em-
ploying the same T coefficients used for calculating
the ��(q, �) functions presented in Figures (1b), (1d),
and (1f). Note that in all the relevant subfigures
[Figs. (1b), (1d), and (1f)] the approximate �q(q, � )
curves are practically identical to the model ones.
Similar results were obtained for other q values or
other parameters (not shown here).

(1, 2) CONICAL INTERSECTION OF THE C2H
MOLECULE

Figure 2 shows ab initio results for ��(q, � ) and
�q(q, � ) as a function of � and for three q values, i.e.,
q  0.05, 0.2, and 0.4 Å, as calculated for the 12A�
and 22A� states conical intersection [to be desig-
nated as (1, 2) ci] of the C2H molecule [8]. Like in all
other cases mentioned here the origin (i.e., q  0) is
assumed to be at the ci point. In each subfigure are
presented two curves, one due to the ab initio cal-
culation and one due to Eqs. (28) or (29). The ab
initio calculations were carried out at the stage-
average CASSCF level [35] with the 6-311G** basis
set for which the active space, including all nine
valence electrons distributed on nine orbitals (full
valence active space), was used [8]. The nonadia-
batic coupling terms were calculated employing the
MOLPRO program [36]. We consider here the case
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of a fixed CC distance, namely, RCC  1.35 Å. In this
situation the (1, 2) ci is located on the CC axis at a
distance of 1.6 Å from the C atom. More details

about the (1, 2) ci can be found in Ref. [8]. In this
connection we emphasize that the �q(q, � ) results
are presented here for the first time.

FIGURE 1. Angular dependence of ��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ) as calculated for the extended elliptical model at three dif-
ferent q0 values: q � 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 Å. The required coefficients TCk and TSk are obtained from the model data
[related to ��(q, � )] as calculated at q � 0.1 and 1.0 Å. The ��(q, � ) results at q � 0.5 Å were obtained from Eq.
(28). The �q(q, � ) results were obtained from Eq. (29b): (a) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.1 Å; (b) results for �q(q, � ) at
q � 0.1 Å; (c) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.5 Å; (d) results for �q(q, � ) at q � 0.5 Å; (e) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 1.0
Å; (f) results for �q(q, � ) at q � 1.0 Å. Solid lines are model data; open circles are results obtained from Eqs. (28)
and (29).

FIGURE 2. Angular dependence of ��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ) as calculated for the (1, 2) ci of the C2H molecule at three
different q values: q � 0.05, 0.2, and 0.4 Å. The required coefficients TCk and TSk are obtained from the ab initio
data [related to ��(q, � )] as calculated at q � 0.05 and 0.4 Å. The ��(q, � ) results at q � 0.2 Å were obtained from
Eq. (28). The �q(q, � ) results were obtained from Eq. (29b): (a) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.05 Å; (b) results for �q(q, � )
at q � 0.05 Å; (c) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.2 Å; (d) results for �q(q, � ) at q � 0.2 Å; (e) results for ��(q, � ) at q �
0.4 Å; (f) results for �q(q, � ) at q � 0.4 Å. Solid lines are model data; open circles are results obtained from Eqs. (28)
and (29).
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Whereas the agreement for ��(q, � ) as obtained at
q  0.05 [Fig. 2(a)] and 0.4 Å [Fig. 2(e)] is only an
indication for the quality of the relevant Fourier
series fits, it is worth mentioning the success of the
interpolation scheme as presented for q  0.2 Å
employing Eq. (28a) [see Fig. (2c)]. However, as for
the theory presented here, it is measured in the
extent of the agreement between the two types of
numerical treatments for �q(q, � ) as shown in Fig-
ures (2b), (2d), and (2f). Note that a good agreement
is achieved, which implies that in future treatments
the only nonadiabatic coupling terms one has to
calculate are those for ��(q, � ) whereas the ones for
�q(q, � ) can be derived employing Eq. (29b), namely,
by simply switching the coefficients of the relevant
Fourier series.

(1, 2) CONICAL INTERSECTION OF THE
H2 � H SYSTEM

Figure 3 presents ab initio results for ��(q, � ) and
�q(q, � ) as a function of � and for three q values, i.e.,
q  0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 Å, as calculated for the [12A�,
22A�] states conical intersection [to be designated as
(1, 2) ci] of the H2 � H molecular system. As before,
in each subfigure are given two kinds of results, one
due to the ab initio calculation and one due to Eqs.

(7) and (9). The ab initio nonadiabatic coupling
terms were obtained at the state-average CASSCF
level [35] using the 6-311G** (3df,3pd) basis set ex-
tended with additional diffuse functions. To take
properly into account the Rydberg states we added
one s diffuse function and one p diffuse function in
an even-tempered manner [37], with the exponents
of 0.0121424 and 0.046875, respectively, to the basis
set. We used the active space including all three
electrons distributed on nine orbitals. As in the
previous case the MOLPRO program was em-
ployed to calculate the nonadiabatic coupling
terms. We consider here a situation of a fixed HH
distance, namely, RHH  1.044 Å, and recall that the
(1, 2) ci is located at equilateral position [4, 6, 10, 12,
38].

Although the H2 � H system is expected to be
one of the simpler molecular systems to be studied
it turns out that the ab initio treatment demands a
significant numerical effort to obtain even a partial
convergence for both ��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ). So far, no
convergence was attained for distances (i.e., q val-
ues) less than 0.1 Å from the (1, 2) ci and only
quasiconvergence was achieved at larger distances.
Although the convergence becomes more stable the
larger the q value, as q approaches the value q 

FIGURE 3. Angular dependence of ��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ) as calculated for the (1, 2) conical intersection of the H2 �
H molecule at four different q values: q � 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 Å. The required coefficients TCk and TSk are obtained
from the ab initio data [related to ��(q, � )] as calculated at q � 0.1 and 0.5 Å. The ��(q, � ) results at q � 0.3 were
obtained from Eqs. (28). The �q(q, � ) results were obtained from Eq. (29b): (a) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.1 Å; (b)
results for �q(q, � ) at q � 0.1 Å; (c) results for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.3 Å; (d) results for �q(q, � ) at q � 0.3 Å; (e) results
for ��(q, � ) at q � 0.5 Å; (f) results for �q(q, � ) at q � 0.5 Å. Solid lines are model data; open circles are results ob-
tained from Eqs. (28) and (29).
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0.72 Å, for which we recently revealed (2, 3) cis [10],
again the results become less reliable.

Returning now to Figure 3 note the following:
Whereas the Fourier fit for ��(q, � ) as presented in
Figures (3a) and (3e) is good the interpolation [em-
ploying Eq. (28a)] as presented in Figure (3c) does
not yield a complete agreement (anyhow, less suc-
cessful as compared to the two previous cases). In
particular, we miss part of the peak at �  �.
However, as before, the indication for the success of
the theory is tested with respect to �q(q, � ) [see Figs.
(3b), (3d), and (3f)]. Note that the main features of
the ab initio curves are reproduced nicely by our
procedure, for all three cases, but the agreement is
not complete.

Discussion and Conclusions

In this article we consider the possibility to use
the Curl equation as a means to derive the nonadia-
batic coupling terms. As a special case we treated a
planar (2-D) system characterized by the polar co-
ordinates � and q, as given in Eq. (6). Thus, we
encounter a situation of one equation and two un-
known functions—��(q, � ) and �q(q, � )—and there-
fore no accurate solution can be expected. As a
result, it was suggested to form a divergence equa-
tion through a gauge transformation (an operation
that adds a third unknown function) that fulfills
certain requirements and in this way to construct a
vector potential A(q, �) that fulfills both the Curl
equation and the assumed divergence equation
[31]. The two A components, namely, A�(q, �) and
Aq(q, � )—which are considered as approximations
for ��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ), respectively—were derived
by solving these equations subject to (ab initio)
boundary conditions obtained for ��(q, � ) at two q
values, i.e., qmin and qmax, that form the boundaries
of the region of interest. Thus, the solution yields
the approximated � components for the region {qmin
� q � qmax; 0 � � � 2�}.

To test these ideas we applied our approach for
three cases:

1. A model system—the extended elliptical
Jahn–Teller model—for which we derived
��(q, � ) and �q(q, � ) analytically. In this case
the Curl–divergence equations reproduced
exactly the original model values.

2. An ab initio treatment for the (1, 2) ci of the
C2H molecule. Again, an encouraging agree-

ment was obtained between the Curl–diver-
gence equation results and the ab initio data.

3. An ab initio treatment for the (1, 2) ci of the
H2 � H molecular system. Here, the agree-
ment between the two kinds of results was
somewhat less satisfactory but still acceptable.
We attributed the partial success to the fact
that the ab initio calculations are in our opin-
ion not fully converged.

As a final point we want to emphasize that the
main achievement of the theory presented here is in
obtaining a closed formula—in fact, the Fourier
series with respect to �—for �q(q, � ) once a Fourier
series is given for ��(q, � ).
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